
HOME        ABOUT        SERVICES        BOOK        CONTACT

This is one of the biggest mistakes I see 
with logos on websites and in print media: 

the white background!

Watch the video presentation here
https://vimeo.com/276132485/7409fd7b65

https://vimeo.com/276132485/7409fd7b65


HOME        ABOUT        SERVICES        BOOK        CONTACT

You can fix this problem and create a 
nice text logo in Canva!



For a web-friendly logo you need a
PNG file with a transparent background

UPDATE: Canva requires a paid account for transparent background images. 
For the genuinely free workaround watch: Follow-Up Logo Tutorial in Google Slides

But keep watching this tutorial for good information about web logos, graphics, and 
pro tips for using Canva!

https://vimeo.com/276635959/81e1945dba


Logo Design
For a graphical logo, you can hire a graphic designer, or try out online 
logo services. Some free services: 

https://www.fiverr.com/

https://www.freelogoservices.com/

https://www.tailorbrands.com/logo-maker

https://logojoy.com/

Search for “free logo design” “logo design online” etc.

https://www.fiverr.com/categories/graphics-design/creative-logo-design
https://www.freelogoservices.com/
https://www.tailorbrands.com/logo-maker
https://logojoy.com/


Or you can keep it simple with a text 
logo

You can use your name or your business name. There’s less that can 
go wrong with a text logo. But most importantly, it is something you 
CAN do! Take back the power - it was in your hands all along.



Website Logos

You’ll want to be able to create your logo to fit the size requirements 
for your site.

Without graphic design tools! Oh, what to do? Fortunately, there are 
a lot of resources out there for you. We’re going to be working with 
Canva and Google Slides today.

But before we start, we need to understand sizes.



This is another big mistake I see people make: 
Using a logo file that is the wrong size!

This might seem like a Debbie Downer topic, but it’s important, especially with 
web.



Logo Sizes
Your website theme or platform might specify a size like 470x110 pixels, or 
512x512 pixels for the site icon. Some will also limit the file size to 200KB 
or less.

Some websites want a really big logo image ...that they can crunch down 
into different versions for mobile and different screen sizes.

...and will display exactly what you upload, so getting the size right is 
important. You don’t want to end up with a GIANT LOGO splashed across 
your homepage!

Other Sites leave it up to you...



Size Matters with Web Images and Logos

If your site specifies a size, you MUST use this. With web, if you upload an image 
that is not exactly the right size required by a website theme, it will crunch it in weird 
ways, and it will look blurry or cropped.

When your site doesn’t specify a size, what you upload will be displayed exactly.

I usually like 250-280 pixels wide for a horizontal logo, 150x150 for square logos. 
This article goes into more options https://globalspex.com/logo-dimensions/

But you still might want to have a large version for print so that the resolution looks 
nice and crisp. We’ll go into how to do that in Canva too.

https://globalspex.com/logo-dimensions/


What’s the difference between pixel size and file size??

Pixels are literally the amount of physical surface area an image takes up on a 
screen. File size is how much memory it takes up on your hard drive or in your 
RAM memory.

200 pixels wide, 7.6KB

300 pixels wide, 12.4KB

400 pixels wide, 27.5KB



Compare to

200 pixels wide, 21.4KB

300 pixels wide, 45.2KB

400 pixels wide, 77.6KB

These images are much more complex visually, so the exact same pixel size image as the logos are 
much larger file sizes (in KBs). 



Let’s look at Canva for creating a text logo
● Use Custom Dimensions - Set this to the dimensions specified by 

your website or platform. Or if you don’t have specific dimensions, 
start out with something like 250 x 50 pixels if there isn’t a specific 
size. We’ll create one for print and one for web.

● Add Text - click [T] icon left menu, click any of the basic 
Text objects at the top of this menu to populate a piece 
of text onto your canvas.

● Style Fonts & Sizes - Choose a font that represents 
your brand, your personality, your business. Play 
around until you find something you love! Don’t get 
stuck here, though… keep going and come back to this 
after you’ve done the entire lesson!

● TIP: Don’t use Helvetica or Arial in any graphic design



Branding
● If you already have a brand font, you might want to use the same font, although you are 

not strictly limited here. 
● If you have a tagline, you could set the tagline in your brand font and use something 

unique for the main business name. 
● If you don’t have a brand style, now is the time to begin to develop this. 
● Keep in mind that branding is not set in stone. It can grow with you as you grow. Just 

don’t change it every six months! I usually recommend changing branding no more 
often than twice in 5 years. 



Creating Your Text Logo in Canva, continued...
● Type in the name or business name for the main line of text
● Resize using the font menus at the top of your editing window until your line of text 

stretches end to end on your canvas. Make sure it doesn’t fall off the edge anywhere or 
wrap around to a second line. If your business name is very long, you might need to 
wrap to two lines. To get it to fit vertically, you might have to make your text smaller. If 
this is not your registered DBA name, maybe consider shortening it…???

● TIP: Set font size by choosing from the dropdown of font sizes or type in an exact font 
point size by clicking in the font size box and typing in a number.



Canva Tips
● To move objects on your canvas, click them once and then with your cursor 

now a 4-way arrow, click and drag. 
● When your object is centered vertically or horizontally on your canvas, a 

horizontal or vertical red line will appear. This is a nice snap-to-alignment 
feature of Canva.

● TIP: the snap-to-alignment will also work with other objects on the canvas, 
make sure you’re aligning with the canvas by looking for the red lines.

● If you want your text to always be centered on the canvas no matter how you 
resize or change it, stretch the text container to the edges of the canvas and 
set your text to centered using the text tool in the top bar.



Adding Decorations
● Add Decorations if you have them - make sure to use transparent background PNG’s, 

these would be graphic design elements you’ve bought from a stock source, or gotten 
as a freebie. 

● Add Lines or Shapes from Canva’s library - style and size - see next slide for detailed 
tutorial on Canva’s Line Tool

● If you don’t have a great design eye, consider keeping it simple with a line at most, or 
nothing. “When in doubt, keep it simple and clean.”



Canva’s Line Tool
Canva’s Line Tool is a little quirky, so here’s how to style it. I had to Google this 
myself! Keep in mind that with nationally/internationally branded sites like 
Canva, you can usually Google your problem and find an answer. This first part 
isn’t so bad:

Choose 
Elements > 
Lines in left 
menu. 
Choose the 
first basic 
line style. 

Click the Line that’s now been 
popped onto your canvas. Set 
the color using the color palette 
at the left of the top bar. Create a 
new color [+] if you don’t see one 
you like, or if you have a brand 
color you want to try. I used gray 
for my line - “When in doubt, go 
neutral!”



Canva’s Line Tool - Resizing
This is the quirky part!

To change the thickness of your line, click the line object, hover over a corner 
handle until your cursor turns into a diagonal two-way arrow, click and drag until 
the line is as skinny as you want. Don’t panic! We’ll make it longer next.

Next, click and drag one of the side handles to stretch your line back out to the 
length/width you want. Now you have a nice long line that’s the thickness or 
weight that you want.



The Last Step: Download as a PNG, with a Transparent 
Background!

This is why we’re here. So make sure you don’t forget to click the checkbox every 
time you download a version of your logo to try out. 

*Remember to use dashes instead of spaces in your filename. This is good practice for anything you use 
on the web. For ex: My-Logo.png vs. My Logo.png



Print Logos
You still want a png file with a transparent background for print. This will allow you 
to place it over an image or colored background without the dreaded white 
background in the logo image.

For print, a large, oversized image will help your logo look sharp and crisp 
when you print.

This is NOT the case with web. In print, when you add an oversized logo image to 
your print document in VistaPrint or at your printer’s, and then shrink it down on 
the page, it looks better and better.



Resize Your Logo in Canva
● File > Change Dimensions > Use custom dimensions

● Double or triple by doing the math to double or 
triple your width and height dimensions. Click Resize!
(If you’re Good at math, use the quadratic formula! lol)

● Download as a png with a transparent
Background and save as a new file.



Bonus: Creating a favicon or site icon
This is that little icon in the browser tab (Mac users won’t see this). 
Usually uploaded at 16x16 pixels or 512x512 pixels. The latter is 
common in WordPress websites for the site icon. The site icon will 
show up on mobile as the icon displayed with frequently visited 
sites, and will be automatically downsized to create the favicon for 
the browser tab.

In Canva create custom 512 x 512 image canvas. Add Circle 
Shape. Fill with your brand color. Add text. Style font and make text 
nearly fill the circle (for ex. 300 font point size). White or black is 
usually nice and the most readable. Download as a png, 
transparent background. 



Create a 16 x 16 pixel favicon
Because Canva won’t allow you to create an image smaller than 40 pixels, you can use 
Google Slides to create a 16x16 pixel favicon. 

1. Page Setup > Custom > Change inches to pixels > 16 x 16. 
2. Set Background > Transparent. 
3. Upload your 512x512 px Canva site icon using the image icon.             
4. Center on the slide page by clicking and dragging around the canvas until snaps to 

center vertically and horizontally (red lines will pop up and show this). 
5. File > Download as png. 

Add this anywhere that is asking for a favicon at 16x16 pixels - in your website settings, in 
your LeadPages Settings, and so on...



If you need to rotate the image (as I did), 
grab corner handle and make it a little 
smaller so you can reach the bottom rotate 
hand. Hover until cursor becomes a + sign 
and then move your mouse in a circle to 
rotate it. It should snap into position when 
you get close to upright. Resize to fill up the 
canvas by clicking and dragging corner 
handle again, center on canvas.



The End!

I hope this helps you to solve a basic graphic design problem and 
uplevel your website and marketing materials!


